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Foreword 

I would like to share with you how I feel about this political message on “beginning” to confront 

and actually resolve our Common Problems.  I will share a moment when I was making a final 

edit pass on the American Reformation.  Frankly, upon reading the first line, I simply broke 

down.   

This is so much to consider, folks. Truly, so much good could result from this effort.  Just be a 

bit thankful that you aren’t the one that had to research, develop, and then write these 11,836 

words!  However, one of us had to stand, make a statement such as this, and offer to lead our 

necessary social and economic American Reformation.   

To be clear, I do all this for you, an individual American citizen. For you, for those you Love and 

otherwise care about, and for the other 330,000,000+ of our fellow American men, women, and 

children – that you and I will never ever meet… 

So then, let us see about our nation’s business… 

 

The Spirit of 1776 

To clarify the true need for the Public’s private consideration of these practical proposals, here 

are the opening words from Thomas Paine’s revolutionary pamphlet, Common Sense (January 

1776).  The historic pamphlet that George Washington credited with focusing the English 

colonists on the need for, as Paine wrote therein, “a declaration of independence”,  

Perhaps the sentiments contained in the following pages, are not YET sufficiently 

fashionable to procure them general favour; a long habit of not thinking a thing 

WRONG, gives it a superficial appearance of being RIGHT, and raises at first a 

formidable outcry in defense of custom. But the tumult soon subsides. 

“Time makes more converts than Reason” 

o     o     o     o 
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Presented Herein 

 

Part 1 – Page 4 

US National Immigration and Population Management (NIPM) Reform Proposal 

First, review the US National Immigration and Population Management (NIPM) Reform 

proposal and the public Demand that the US/Mexico border is closed and guarded by December 

31, 2023.   

 

Part 2 – Page 15 

Common Sense Solutions to Common Problems – “Introducing the American Agenda” 

Next, to touch on some 18 Demand Legislation proposals that demonstrates this is not a one or 

two issue Platform or campaign.  And, my direct comments on a few issues.  Hopefully to begin 

earning the public’s interest in the politically Moderate problem-solving Platform.   

 

Part 3 – Page 25 

American Democracy’s Problem – Our Elected Officials – “The 2024 Call to Electoral 

Arms” 

And finally, our strategic electoral approach to begin the replacement of our legislatively 

dysfunctional members of the US Congress and 50 State legislatures.  One member at a time.   

 

Appendix 

20-Year Census Data Race Comparisons and Border Closings 

o     o     o     o 

 

I do hope you find these contents to be far more encouraging than you ever expected.  I ask that 

folks review this entire piece.  I expect people to agree with most of these problem-solving 

contents, but not all of.   

Which goes to show that you just cannot please 330,000,000 people.!!! 

However, we are going to get really close it, folks!   

o     o     o     o 
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American Reformation – Part 1 

US National Immigration and Population Management 

(NIPM) Reform Proposal 

 

Introduction 

I do humbly and with absolute intent, welcome you to our American Reformation,  

I am a proud American man.  I love this country and what American Democracy stands for. I am 

running for the US Senate to be a true antagonist to those that are just sitting around in the US 

Congress and not fixing any of our Common Problems.  If the people are drawn to my campaign 

and my message in the coming weeks, my antagonism of Congress will begin in 2023!   

I just happen to be a life-long observer of domestic and foreign policy.  It is my hobby.   

By profession, I am an IT business systems analyst.  I develop solutions to business problems 

either by developing an appropriate computer system and/or making practical procedural 

improvements.  As we know, America has a lot of economic and social problems that Demand 

prudent and practical solutions that will serve the Common Good.  And realistically, if we ever 

desire for those problems to be resolved, it is again time for the People to lead the leaders until 

they can catch up to us!   

Frankly, most business problems are not that complicated to deal with effectively.  Often though 

the real complication in problem-solving is first – who is defining what the actual problem is?  

Then, who ultimately will make the decision on what, if anything, to do about it.  

To be clear folks, logic does not always enter into the business decisions.  That is because the 

first option in problem-solving in business and in life – is to do absolutely nothing.  Just allow 

things to continue as they are regardless of the harm it causes.   And there in, lies our problem.  

Ladies and gentlemen, I give you the 100 members of the US Senate and the 435 members of the 

US House of Representatives.  The nation’s legislative perpetuators of the status quo.      

In my IT career, I was drawn to difficult projects and/or projects that were in trouble. They were 

the most challenging to take on and complete successfully.  As I developed the 40+ proposal 

Platform you will begin to learn about herein, I easily identified our most urgent problem to be 

confronted.  Literally for decades, our government officials keep talking about the need for a real 

national Immigration Program.  However, talk is cheap and has not resulted in securing our 

borders.  America has the most routinely violated borders in the world.   

I am here to tell you how we can close and secure our borders for the first time!  And we will do 

just that by December 31, 2023.  In a moment, I will review our national immigration solution, 

but first allow me to frame the Big Picture of immigration in America.  
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The MAGA Folks are Not All Wrong 

I bet you weren’t expecting that topic right here, were you?  This is appropriate place to provide 

the hard numbers on our ongoing immigrant trainwreck.  The numbers bluntly give some reason 

for the MAGA voters to be rightfully disgusted with the government – just like the non-MAGA 

voters are.  We are all mad as hell about it.  Therefore, We now Demand real border security be 

implemented immediately.  

My personal observation on the MAGA movement is that most of them are not racists.  

Just as America is not a racist nation.  For those among us that promote the lie about 

White racism in America and those that make their living off of that lie. It is soon time 

for them to get a new job.  Because, America is not a racist nation!   

I was pleasantly shocked the other night while forcing myself to watch the second 

Republican primary debate. One candidate taking part was South Carolina, US Senator 

Tim Scott.  He is an African American.  He stood there and boldly declared that America 

is not a racist nation.   Great for him to say that.  And, there it is.   

Again, I believe that the vast majority of the Republican MAGA group are patriotic 

Americans and are not racists. They have wanted real political leadership and could not 

find it in the Progressive-crazy Democratic Party.  As a tragic result, almost 7 years ago, 

a self-serving, narcissistic, scam artist stepped into that political vacuum and shanghaied 

the Republican Party for fun and profit.  His profit, and the rest is sad history and lost 

elections.  Thank God!  

They like most of us just want problems fixed starting with closing our borders. I pray that 

Americans of all types and opinions are drawn to my comprehensive Platform and any other 

2024 Congressional candidates that will be supporting it in the election.    

I designed those problem-solving proposals to be acceptable to 65% or more of the Americans of 

all types and opinions – and they are!   

To be clear, MAGA voters are in that 65% or more of Americans that support many of these 

Common Problem solutions.  Give them a Republican or Democrat candidate that is a Moderate.     

We reject the “divide and conquer” games that politicians play to scare people and raise 

campaign donations.  

There is still plenty of time to become a candidate that supports our Moderate platform!!   Your 

potential voters will be drawn to those solution proposals and you!   

o     o     o     o 
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The US Census 2000 versus 2020 Population by Racial Breakouts 

Now for a serious reality check on the US population.  The following statistics are from the US 

Census for 2000 and 2020.  I found it surprising the first time I saw these numbers.  Those that 

are and are not concerned about “white replacement” issues, check this out.   

Over those 20 years the:   

• White American population increased only, 1.3 million; under 1% increase.   

• Black American population increased,  7.9 million, a 22% increase. 

• Asian American population increased,  9.4 million; a 93% increase.  

• Hispanic American population increased,  23.8 million; a 64% increase.   

• Total American population increased,  43.0 million; a 15% increase.  

The lack of White population growth is quite concerning and a topic for future discussion.  The 

disproportionate numbers in both Hispanic and Asian population growth demonstrates the impact 

of the flow of immigrants from south of the US/Mexico border and from the Asian nations via 

airports.   

The Federal government publicly acknowledges an estimated ten (10) million Illegal Occupants 

(IOs) are walking free in our borders.  The majority of them are from the nations south of the 

US/Mexico border.  

It should be noted that in the year 2000, there were already one (1) million more Hispanic 

citizens than Black citizens.  But thanks to no border security and Chain migration abuses, by 

2020 there were seventeen (17) million more Hispanic than Black citizens.   

Summary 2020 US Census Counts by Race 

White    197,271,953 

Hispanic     60,724,312 

Black      43,984,096 

Asian      19,366,132 

Two or More Races      9,190,707 

Native American      4,267,114 

Others           656,479 

Total    328,239,523 

It should be noted that while the previous administration did stop the flow of immigrants through 

our border Ports-of-Entry, especially pregnant women, they did nothing to stop those just 

walking across our border by the thousands.  That is the Plain Truth, folks.   

Again, both Republicans and Democrats are equally at fault in failing to secure our national 

borders.  Why?  Because, their primary donor-base wants cheap labor and/or more bodies legal 

or not to fill-up their rental units.  That is more the reality, than you may have considered, folks.   
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The Illegal Immigrant Cost 

The Federation for American Immigration Reform (FAIR) released a comprehensive study on 

the cost of illegal immigrants to the US in federal, state, and local taxpayers.  They found the 

cost to be some $116 billion a year for the nation’s 12.5 million illegal immigrants and their 4.5 

million “citizen children”.   

That Fair report was published on September 27, 2017.  Six years ago!  Any questions?    

 

The Plain Truth 

There is no other way to stop the population dumping, except to close and guard the full 1,962-

mile US/Mexico border 24x7.  That is a base line.   

So now my frustrated fellow American citizen, here finally is our comprehensive, very workable 

solution to controlling our national borders, managing our population, and tracking all future 

visitors.   

This is not rocket-science, folks – just border control.  We’ve got this!   

o     o     o     o 
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To Save Our Immigrant Nation – We the People Will Now Suspend Immigration 

International Treaties on Migrants – Will be Suspended!! 

The cornerstone, if you will, of our plans to finally control our borders and population is the total 

suspension of America’s support of the immigration related treaties and laws regarding our 

national borders.  We will end the decades of constant border abuse under such well-intended 

provisions.  The international immigration “treaties” that currently direct most countries, 

including our own to take in asylum seeking people seeking asylum are:   

•   1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

•   Refugee Convention of 1951 

•   The US Passed Federal Law – Refugee Act of 1980 

The United States will not honor or abide by any of those treaties through at least 2025.   

To the ACLU Leadership 

With all due respect for the good things that they really do, I publicly challenge the ACLU and 

Progressive Democrats for once to skip their knee-jerk reaction to such policy reforms. We 

currently are not feeding, housing, employing, etc., all of our own people properly.  Over 

500,000 of our own people, shamefully including some 20,000 veterans, are experiencing 

homelessness.  America and Americans first.   

So please consider for at least the next 2 years, let’s focus on addressing our own people’s 

problems before allowing any more migrants across the borders. Enough is way too much.  The 

additional gross numbers allowed in under this Administration is beyond disgusting and there is 

not valid reason for it to continue.   

To be clear, the American public is sick and tired of the population dumping and it will end now!   

It could enhance the ACLU’s public credibility simply by acknowledging that enough is enough.  

Focus on our people first!  AJW 
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US National Immigration and Population Management Reform Proposal 

The Suspension of Immigration 

 

This is where the rubber hits the road, folks! 

Both humbly and with absolute intent – and speaking for the vast majority of our 330,000,000+ 

fellow American citizens; I do declare that the following National Immigration Reform program 

to be our Common Demand!  

 

The KISS Method – Keep It Simple Stupid 

To be clear, all the White House Administration and the US Congress need to do to begin 

implementing this Immigration control solution, is to give two (2) simple orders.  

One, direct Border Security leadership to “totally close the US/Mexico border Ports-of-Entry by 

December 31, of this year and until at least 12-31-2025”.  No exceptions will be considered.  

Zero new Migrant case file will be created after 12-31-23.   

Two, direct the Pentagon to “guard all 1,962 miles of the US/Mexico border 24x7, by December 

31, of this year and until at least 12-31-2025”.  Military troops will be under special assignment 

to the Governors of Texas, Arizona, New Mexico, and California.  

After this is in place, only armadillos and 4-legged coyotes will be crossing that border.   

Now for the details.   

o     o     o     o 

 

This is How We Will Do It 

I initiate what I refer to the American Reformation legislative movement with our simple-to-

implement and comprehensive US Immigration Reform proposal.   

We shall begin telling our Congressional legislators exactly what to do about certain problems.  

Exactly what the masses Demand to be done.  We will now set the legislative tone with 

Immigration Reform – our way!   

The key points of the National Immigration Reform proposal that we now Demand are: 

• We will suspend, effective immediately in late 2023, our involvement in any and all 

treaties protecting random migrants seeking entry into the US.  

 

• We will close the US/Mexico border to all migrants as early as October 31, 2023 and no 

later than December 31, 2023.  And the People will rejoice!   
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• Closing of all Land border Ports-of-Entry, thru at least 2025.  

   

• The White House will inform Mexican President Obrador, as well as the leaders of all 

Central and South American nations that we are closing the door, with no exceptions.   

Obrador will need to block Mexico’s southern borders with Guatemala and Belize. To 

actually stop the flow.  No more migrants on north-bound trains. By December 31, 2023 

the door will be closed and Mexico will retain any and all remaining migrants – to do 

with as they please!  

President Obrador will also need to stop the illegals flowing into Mexico’s international 

airports and then across the US/Mexico border. Needless to say, our immigration 

suspension policy will be worldwide news and any potential migrants will know about it. 

By the way, President Obrador publicly denies that raw Fentanyl flows from China to 

Mexican cartels for processing and is then smuggled across our soon to be 24/7 guarded 

border.   

Currently, between 200 to 300 American men, women, and teenagers are overdosing and 

dying – from the Fentanyl that is too easily transported across the US/Mexico border. 

And Congress can’t or won’t do anything about it.   

• No more “Chain migration” claims will be processed thru at least 2025. Such claims now 

in process will be cut-off, ASAP.  Closing that much abused back door.   

• Going forward, potential migrants will need to register at US Embassy in their own 

country.  Employment would be coordinated via Embassies and if approved, a US 

Entrance Pass will be issued. 

• Immediate 24/7 guarding of the entire 1,962-mile US/Mexico border.  And to a lesser 

degree on the US/Canada border, as well. Canada does not encourage the migrant flow 

like Mexico does for fun and profit.  Go Canada!   

• We will begin Citizen registration for a US Citizen National ID System.  A long overdue 

facility that practically every other nation is the world has and uses constructively. 

Consider that America is like a warehouse with over 330,000,000 parts and not one of 

them as a product code and/or part number.  Chaos… 

• We will also register every other person walking about in our nation. We have Legal 

Occupants (LO) made up of Citizens and other legal/invited persons.  And we will 

register ALL of the Illegal Occupants (IO) that are in our nation.  A total national 

housekeeping exercise.  And we will determine what to do with them.       

• Implement the International Traveler Tracking System (ITTS) to finally begin to control 

“overstays’ that enter our nation via international airports with a passport and no 

intention of leaving any time soon.  Again, the government acknowledges that more IOs 

enter our nation via airports then via the Southern border!  The Congress never seems to 

talk about that?  And the airlines will be required to support that ITTS Passenger 

Registration system.    
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• Finally, we are not building another ridiculous foot of US/Mexico border wall.  One day 

we may tear down what wall is there and recycle as much of it as possible.   

That is all there is to it.  Not rocket science – just common sense, guts, and determination!  

America First… 

o     o     o     o 
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TO BE CRYSTAL CLEAR – THIS IS NOT A REQUEST! 

 

Today is October 15, 2023.  Some 75-days until December 31, 2023.  On this day, I am a force 

of one man with a plan and a publicly acceptable, legislatively Moderate Platform.  

My intent in this public effort is to present practical solutions, push aggressively for their 

implementation, provide 2024 electoral guidance to potential candidates, offer any leadership 

that I can, and to promote the Common Good of our citizens, before all others.     

To be clear, I do all this for you, an individual American citizen. For you, for those you Love and 

otherwise care about, and for the other 330,000,000+ of our fellow American men, women, and 

children – that you and I will never ever meet… 

So then, let us see about our nation’s business… 

o     o     o     o 

In approaching the American Reformation project, I determined that Immigration must 

absolutely be controlled for both social and economic reasons.  Not to mention national security 

issues considering the growing chaos in our world.   

 It is time for national responsibility and patriotic action.   

Thus, speaking for the vast majority of Americans, this is our bottom line on Immigration 

Reform. 

This proposal is not to be taken as a simple suggestion or request for the Administration and/or 

Congress to consider for months and years.  It needs to be considered by them, as serious as a 

heart attack!  Preferably, the 2 primary actions to be taken – closing the US/Mexico Ports-of-

Entry and beginning to place troops across the entire 1,962-mile US/Mexico border should be 

well underway by late November.  That is the People’s expectation and Demand of Washington, 

at this time.   

Some of the thousands of additional security agents recently sent to there to basically watch the 

Illegals crossing our border, could be reassigned to support its coverage.  Also, with the Ports-of-

Entry closed, part of that staff could also be re-assigned to border security.  At least to support 

the transition to regular staffing.   

o     o     o     o 

I am in the process of contacting my Maryland Congressional members and retiring US Senator 

Democrat Ben Cardin, in particular.  I will challenge him and the group to take this proposal to 

the President and US House and Senate leadership.  I would appreciate being included in some 

of the discussions.   

It will probably take a few weeks of pushing to get this proposal to reach the Masses. But, when 

it gets through the initial outcries of the whiners – the vast majority of Americans will support it.  
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Hopefully, by early November, the Immigration Reform proposal will be a Hot Topic for the 

evening news.  An actual solution – instead of another problem for a change. Good news!  

The 2 required federal orders, do not require Congressional approval.  In this case however, we 

want both the White House and the Congress to take ownership of this practical solution.  

Because they and their predecessors only perpetuated the border control problem for decades. 

And as we observe Immigration today, they still are.  We are going to end it.     

We the People, will be watching the reaction of the White House and US House and Senate 

leadership and see if this request is being honored in the time provided!  Unfortunately, based 

upon decades of inaction, I cannot be that optimistic of their prompt action in this matter.  I am 

an optimistic realist!  

Basically, my fellow American men, women, and children – this is where we must literally draw 

the line. At the borders!   We start with Immigration control to “surround our problems”.  Then 

we will dig into the 40 other solution proposals in our Platform.   

Therefore, rather than waiting some weeks to see if our federal leadership will act on our 

Immigration Demand, I will necessarily make a public request and patriotic call-to-action, right 

now! 

My campaign is hereby requesting and challenging patriotic, peaceful individuals and public 

groups to consider descending upon the Southern border toward the end of this year.  Or, the first 

week in January!  This is true grassroots folks.  Please support my campaign no matter which 

State you live in! And start networking about this campaign with like-minded Americans. 

Thanks!  

o     o     o     o 

Of course, plan to attend to the Southern border without any weapons, but having a license with 

you would be appropriate.   Minutemen and Minute women volunteers would then assist the state 

authorities in Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and California with guarding the US/Mexico border.  

There will be much more on this peaceful grassroots movement.    

If the government honors our Demand, the people will not need to go to the border. However, if 

they do not take action, then,  

We the People will gladly assist with guarding our border until the Army shows up! 

This is not a threat! 

It is the American public’s Declaration of our Common Demand. 

Close and Secure the Borders! 

If not, find another job – Soon!! 
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To continue 

My hope is that these contents are what you have prayed to hear from our elected national 

leadership.  Basically, to be told “The Plain Truth” about our social and economic problems.  

Then to be presented with prudent and practical solutions or approaches to confront those 

problems for the Common Good of all American citizens.  

Those solutions are what I have begun presenting to you in this paper, American Reformation.  

Far more data and my 2008, 718-page book, The Second Coming of Common Sense (CS2) and a 

couple of websites are behind this message, folks. And of course, at WildmanforUSSenate.com. 

In mid-2023, I invited myself and my 40+ proposal independent Platform into the Democratic 

Party.  I hope to be exactly what they need to get more focused on the Masses and promoting this 

Moderate problem-solving platform. They must quit yielding to their extreme Progressive 

members.  The American public and the voters are sick and tired of it.  Enough is enough.  The 

Republican opposition loves to see the Democrats divided – simple divide and conquer.   

Bluntly, if the Democrats will simply embrace just the Immigration and Abortions Services 

proposals shown herein, and get them passed by early next year, the 2024 Election will be a 

walk-off homer.  So, please give it some quiet thought.  

o     o     o    o 

That is my goal and personal mission.  Implementing these and other practical solutions will be 

my daily activity if the good people of Maryland vote me into the US Senate.  As you can tell by 

now, I do not intend to wait over a year to get things moving and see problems getting resolved!  

I will not go quietly into the US Senate, either!     

So then, let’s be about our nation’s business!   

 

o     o     o    o 

This concludes Part 1 

o     o     o    o 
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American Reformation – Part 2 

Common Sense Solutions to Common Problems 

“Introducing An American Agenda” 

 

Prudent and Practical Public Problem-Solving for the Common Good 

The old expression goes folks, “Everything in its own time”.   

Once again, my fellow Americans, it is time for us to lead our elected officials in the US 

Congress and 50 State legislatures.    

We will now tell them specifically what expectations, rules, and punishments we are willing to 

live with regarding a given issue. That will become all too clear when we review the aggressive 

legal reform I call, the Sandy Hook Obviously Guilty 90-Day Death Penalty.  Think about that 

one for a moment!  

We will briefly review 18 Demand Legislation Reform issues that need to be legislated, enacted, 

and implementation, as soon as possible.  That is, starting in 2023 with US Immigration Reform 

that was presented in Part 1.   

For additional details on these and many other issues see: 

WildmanforUSSenate.com  Campaign website 

CommonSense2nd.com  Platform website 

CommonSense2009.typepad.com  Book website 

 

Some Critical Policy Proposal Brief Titles 

1. Food for All Citizens  

2. Implement the US Re-Employment System  

3. Demanding – US Abortion Services Law – Not an Amendment 

4. No Financial Reparations for Black American  

5. The US Wealth Tax – The Economic Peace Tax (EPT) Policy.  

6. A Fixed Address for ALL of Our Citizens – Implementing National Rent Control 

7. Establish National White Americans Day (3rd Saturday in October) every year  

8. Cannabis Industry as a Small Business, only!  

9. Hemp for American Farmers – Finally 

10. Near-Term Reassignment of Bad Cops   

11. The American Death Penalty Reform Law  

12. Reinstatement of the Military Selective Service Program   

13. Prostitution will be Federally Legalized  

14. The US Recycling Industry – For Jobs and the Environment 
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15. Refunding Covid19 Overcharges – Pandemic Wartime Profiteering 

16. Save the Truckers Jobs   

17. Regarding Our Failing Environment 

18. Health Care in America is a Disgrace 

o     o     o    o 

  

1. Food for All Citizens 

All American citizens will have local, available access to 3-meals-a-day. This is one of the 

critical parts of everyday life that is being crushed by the selfish use and abuse of the 

Commodity Market.  

We will begin the national and international discussion on the future use of the Commodity 

Market.  Any traditional functionality of the Commodity Market was shredded by 3 years of 

Covid19 “Supply Chain Issues”.  It allowed industries and corporations to inflate prices 

unnecessarily.  And they have not come back down!  That used to be called, “windfall 

profits”.  In the world of 2023, I believe that Supply and Demand price fluctuations are a 

cruel joke on consumers.   

It may take a consumer revolt, but Commodity prices should be locked in and only adjusted, 

as required, every 2 or 3 months.  That “socialist, communist, anti-free market” suggestion 

will cause great whining and moaning in Wall Street.   

I frankly do not give a damn what label we put on insuring that Americans have an adequate 

Food supply.  We Demand it be fixed.  So, stay tuned.  We will eventually cap the barrel 

price of oil.   

2. Implement the US Re-Employment System 

We will deliberately Reform the traditional “Un-Employment-minded” operation in the 50 

States and DC.  We will make them into a “Re-Employment-minded” operation in the States. 

Vocational training will be coordinated thru that office.   

We will find people work, not just pay them to stay home. If people need to relocate for work 

and/or housing opportunities, we will get them moved and working.  

Everyone that can work, will work.  And crime is not a valid occupation.    

3. Demanding – US Abortion Services Law – Not an Amendment 

The Democrats in the US House and Senate will submit “national” legislation on Abortion 

Services Law that will then apply to ALL States.  It will provide local, safe, and secure 

access to Abortion services.  It will legally override the Supreme Court rulings. 

The First Trimester Only Rule 

Those services will be fully available during the First Trimester, only!   
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No such services will be provided during the Second and Third Trimesters – unless the 

mother’s life is threatened and/or the fetus is in a stressed or critical condition. It will then be 

the parent(s) decision with their doctor.  

Incidents of rape and incest cases will also be included under this Rule.   

I am certain the vast majority of the American public will vote for that is a practical 

compromise approach in a minute.  I know because I have asked many hundreds of them 

myself.   

Progressive Democrats must cease their pathetic push for a no time limit within the full 9-

month term for Abortion services.  That is simply barbaric and the general public will never 

back it.  I could not!  With all of the pregnancy testing that is available, there should very few 

cases where a woman does not to know she is pregnant by the third month.   

There must finally be practical compromise here and there it is.  Just get it passed by early 

2024 and be done with it.  It is our Demand!  

 

 

 

4. No Financial Reparations for Black American 

There will soon be a write-up from my campaign on the Race issue.  However, to be crystal 

clear everyone, America is not a racist nation.  

Those that are employed and/or make the name promoting this negative rhetoric – need to 

find another issue to feed off of.  That group includes a Black woman on the New Times 

Editorial Board.  I had heard talk several times before.  She definitely had an edge to her 

racial rhetoric, but nothing outrageous until?? On probably an MSNBC program in the last 

year, she bluntly stated that, “anyone with an American flag in their front yard, is a racist”.  I 

just yelled at the TV after that.  And, of course nobody corrected her.  It is one of the last 

things that made me finally decide to rung for office.   

The bottom line is that the American public, including some Black Americans, do not believe 

in Reparations being paid to the descendants of African slaves.  

The economic issue will be dropped at the national and state levels.   

On a related recent incident:   

I was pleasantly shocked the other night while forcing myself to watch the second 

Republican primary debate.  One candidate taking part was South Carolina, US Senator 

Tim Scott.  He is an African American.  He stood there and boldly declared that,   

“America is not a racist nation”.   Great for him to declare that.  There it is.   
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5. The US Wealth Tax – The Economic Peace Tax (EPT) Policy.  

Let’s talk about Democracy in Economics.  This is a key component of the prudent 

Reformation of our economic system.  The hard reality is that the imbalance of wealth within 

America was a serious problem before Covid19 hit the world economy. The chaos of Supply 

and Demand problems has gone for 3 years and has not stopped.  It was and is a playground 

for industries and manufacturers to abuse the product pricing.  The wealth imbalance is now 

far beyond that pre-Covid level.  Businesses go for profit, regardless of the harsh impacts on 

grocery and energy prices, such as gasoline.  

There will be a tax on excess income.  There will necessarily also be some type of tax on 

property.  To be determined.  Again, this will be wrapped up in what I call creating, 

Democracy in Economics.  Tentatively the related funds collected will be funneled into two 

(2) special Citizen Supplemental Income accounts; related to Food and Housing costs.  

It will probably be nicknamed, the People’s Trickle-Down Program.  Because it will be just 

that!  I believe it is the first prudent step in the “recycling of dollar wealth” from those with 

grossly excessive assets within the America tribe and back into the lower income members.  

Supplementing those that are working, but struggling to survive.   

When the person next to you screams “redistribution of wealth” just reply, “you’re dam 

right”.  The eventual alternative will be a consumer revolt over Food costs, which is where a 

lot of revolutions have begun!!   

Yes, there will be much more of that!  

This somewhat ties into an equally critical economic crisis that we absolutely do not want in 

our future.  That is, we need to take any and all appropriate steps to guarantee that the US 

retains its “World Reserve Currency” status.  We are slowly headed that way today.  

I will challenge Wall Street, banks, and the wealthiest people in America to join in public 

planning meetings on this existential (extinction level) threat to the entire US economy. We 

are talking 1929 on steroids, folks.  You can imagine how much attention that is going to 

attract!!    

 

6. A Fixed Address for ALL of Our Citizens – Implementing National Rent Control 

We will work until we provide ALL, US Citizens with decent housing, with heat and air 

conditioning, as appropriate. There is a housing shortage in America. Over 500,000 

Americans, including some 20,000 veterans are experiencing some level on-going 

homelessness every day!   

We will finally implement National Rent Control to protect the growing number of 

renters.  We will reward “good landlords” and will punish “bad landlords”.   
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Again, I call out Progressive Democrats that keep pushing for more migrants to flood of 

borders.  Take a look at the Big Picture for a change.  Of course, if things go according to 

plan, that door will soon be closed for at least 2 years.   

This Reform requires that the government and Real Estate industry get in touch with the 

housing needs of US citizens first – before serving foreign buyers.  We probably also need to 

suspend all foreign and corporate purchases of any residences for those couple years, as well.   

Due to Covid19 based pricing abuses of building materials, etc., the cost of Housing 

increased an obscene 44%.  Building supply shortages, plus uncontrolled Commodity 

Market, plus Supply and Demand games equals unreasonable and unnecessary pikes in 

Housing costs.  Spikes that do not come back down.   

The average American did not receive a 44% wage increase over the last 3 years!!   

Maybe that is why Ford workers want a 40% wage increase.  Which is also unreasonable, but 

highlights the 900-pound economic gorilla – the Cost-of-Living!   Especially, food and 

housing.   

 

7. Establish National White Americans Day (3rd Saturday in October) every year.   

Yes, I am quite serious about this. It just so happens that White Americans do not have their 

own day.  Especially, white males.!  This is not a joke and could become a very nice day of 

celebration!   

I do like to point out to people that since 1775, some 1.3 million Americans have died 

fighting for America.  And vast majority of those that died were White males. They died so 

we could still have this conversation.  Show respect for their sacrifice.  

Thanks to Progressives – the Black, Hispanic, and LGBTQ+ groups for example have entire 

months!  Frankly, that is nice, but is also a bit excessive.   

8. Cannabis Industry as a Small Business, only!  

For years now, corporate America has and is slowly but surely lobbing to secure and control 

the US cannabis industry, state-by-state.  It is “highly” preferable that we Demand that 

cannabis farms are strictly a small business in each state. It is not too late!  

My cannabis challenge for all 50 State legislatures.  Each state’s government including 

Maryland must explain to the taxpayers if the small business approach would result in more 

tax revenue.  Otherwise, Wall Street will be using that money to pay executive salaries, 

bonuses, and paying stockholders.  Totally unnecessary.   

9. Hemp for American Farmers – Finally 

Real simple.  Congress, after some 70 years of blocking it to make certain Big industries 

happy, will finally let American farmers grow the Hemp for fun and profit!  It is a wonderous 
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God-given commercial crop.  And you cannot get a buzz from Hemp, like its cousin 

cannabis!  

10. Near-Term Reassignment of Bad Cops  

Every police barracks knows who the bad cops are.  They need to be taken off the streets.  

This campaign absolutely, Backs the Badge!  Grimly, we now have a near lawless society 

thanks to the worthless Judicial Legal Complex (JLC).  With the radical 90-day Death 

Penalty Reform, we are setting the stage for the Law and Justice we expect and deserve.  

Not the Law and Disorder that lawyers paid by the hour make their living from.   

11. The American Death Penalty Reform Law 

Aka, the Sandy Hook Obviously Guilty 90-Day Death Penalty Law.  Most people I share 

that title with pretty much know what it means.  And they like it!  

Offenders will receive a standard court trail and be convicted on obvious evidence of their 

killing one or more people.  Guilt is easily confirmed and the penalty is pre-set.  Death via 

pill or shot within 90-days of the conviction.   

We could soon add pre-meditated rape and pedophiles to that list. More will be added.  It is 

not eye-for-an-eye.  It is death-for-a-death.  At least 8 in 10 people would vote for that today! 

Recent grim statistics show an average of 44 murders per day in America.  The low is 6 

murders and 90 is the most deaths in a single day.  

We will implement this Reform, retroactively!  We have a lot of prisons to clear out!  

12. Reinstatement of the Military Selective Service Program  

I call this reversing one of the great legislative sins of our past.  We never should have ended 

the Draft some 50 years ago in 1973.  Many of our society’s problems today were made 

worse or were caused by that foolish, short-sighted decision, including less racial harmony.  

We will restart the Selective Service or Military Draft by the year 2025.  It will be the same 

2-year term of service.  Briefly, it will be mandatory service for both mem and women this 

time.   The proposal calls for 3 to 6 months of standard Army training. People will be able to 

join the Navy, Marines, Air Force, and Coast Guard instead of going in to the Army, just as 

before.   

After that some of them will continue along the lines of regular military service assignments.  

However, the majority will be specially assigned to the States to provide much needed 

support for infrastructure projects, clean-up after storms, tornados, hurricanes, etc.  Getting 

viable debris to the growing number of full-service Recycling Centers.  State Governors and 

insurance companies will welcome the help.   
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13. Prostitution will be Federally Legalized  

This should get some people’s attention and I agree it is not normal today.  S, this Platform 

really does care about everybody.  It is a business that is never going away and it could be 

much safer for those involved.  I personally do not use such services, but recognize the 

absolute need for it.  Realistically, it is used by Americans at ALL income levels!  For those 

among us that would work in that business and those that would make use of such a business, 

safety and hygiene must be stressed and protected.   

The police and courts have better things to do.  It will be an interesting issue for women’s 

rights groups to ponder and announce their position on!    

And in hard reality.  I do not know for certain that if making such services safely and 

privately available to the public, could in some way reduce some incidences of rape?  

Sex traffickers will soon be added to the 90-day Death Penalty list!     

14. The US Recycling Industry – For Jobs and the Environment 

This is an absolute no-brainer.  Jobs collecting, sorting, and processing the recycled product.  

Then turning some of it into raw product for manufacturing whenever possible.  

Of course, from people’s homes and businesses, but also where the cleanup from storms, 

tornadoes, hurricanes, flooding, etc.  We need to repurpose as much product as possible for 

building materials and the manufacturing everyday products we can make in America.  

15. Refunding Covid19 Overcharges – Pandemic Wartime Profiteering 

This is part of the Commodity Market games during Covid19.  The Congress has ignored this 

costly abuse of the consumers.   

Enough said.     

16. Save the Truckers Jobs   

Beware of AI replacing too many of these jobs.   

17. Regarding Our Failing Environment 

Too much to say here except for a few items to spark some conversation,  

• We the People, will deliberately discontinue and end all “passenger” travel via airplane 

on Wednesday every week.  Permanently and worldwide!  

• We will end the destruction of the South American rain forests.  By military force if 

required.  

• I do not care if some doesn’t believe in Global Warming or Climate Change (the 

Republican invented alternative word).  The poles and glaciers are melting, there is 

increased moister in the atmosphere, which makes for more and angrier storms that could 

easily drop 8 inches of rain instead 1 inch.  

• Much more on that critical environmental issue for certain.   
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18. Health Care in America is a Disgrace 

Why?  In brief, because we have 51 “for -profit” Health insurance systems in this country.  

And it is extremely over-priced.   

Over the next several years, the Medical Insurance Industry will be merged their operations 

under a single corporate entity.  That merger could possibly include the current Veterans 

Health Care System.  That should start a real conversation.  

When I tell people that Europe has a better health system than we do they are surprised.  

They cover everyone, believe in preventive maintenance, they are healthier, and they live 

longer!  Go figure?   

The historic reason for that is that Europe’s entire medical system was literally blow up in 

World War II. And they were in the worldwide Depression when it started.  Thus, after the 

war they rebuilt their social support systems designed to serve everybody, because no one 

had anything.   Yes, there will be more on this as you can imagine.  

o     o     o    o 

 

Please remember these are some of the “Publicly Acceptable” 40+ problem-solving proposals 

and view much more on the Platform website, www.CommonSense2nd.com  

 

Thoughts on a Few Points/Issues 

1. How Wall Street Thinks?  Talk about the Haves and the Have-Nots. The last year or so I 

have been watching CNBC the financial news network.  A professional financial news 

source!  While I am not in the Market, those programs inform so much about how businesses 

are doing and, on the economy, in general. A couple points:   

 

• Since 1775 where have been no less than 84 financial crises in America. Not generally 

caused by the Masses!  Although we peasants most often got burned.  

• It must be noted that Wall Street only cares or talks about the investor community. They 

hardly ever mention the cost of groceries hurting anyone. They did just note that 

consumers at even the higher income levels are now cutting back on spending.   

• They were sitting around one day and one of them waved his hand across the room of 

investors and not meaning to be rude, just factual declared, “You know inflation really 

doesn’t bother any of us”.  Because they are sufficiently wealthy.  The Plain Truth!  

• Earlier this year when SVB and a few other banks were hitting the wall and the market 

was going crazy, one of the brokers noted that equities/stocks were not doing well. Also, 

Bonds and a few other instruments were not that promising either.  So, he shrugged his 

shoulders and said, “I guess we will just have to go back into Commodities”.  Their 

backup ATM into our pockets.  The uncontrolled international Commodity Market.   
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• Oil had been running in the under $80-a-barrel range which is high enough.  In the last 

few weeks, the Saudi’s are again lowering daily oil production, Energy Industry games 

with drilling and refining continue, and other Supply and Demand scares are being acted 

out.   

Energy Industry brokers on CNBC are speculating that the barrel price could reach $100 

to $150 per barrel. And were drooling out of one side of their mouths!  They do not care 

about the increased cost of anything or the household level damage that it causes.   

• Again, this campaign will bring forth the radical, yet highly practical capping the cost of 

all Commodity Market items.  Price spikes will be eliminated.  Item pricing will be 

reviewed for plus or minus adjustment every 2 or 3 months, only.  So, let the screaming 

begin!   

• Finally, one of their regular comments on CNBC is to volunteer that in spite of negative 

financial this and that happening – everyone’s balance sheet is still doing well!   

“everyone’s” 

  

2. Education Alerts.  Two items, not concerned with Covid19 impacts.  First, other developed 

nations around the world are kicking our butts in education. Why?  Part of the reason is that 

they do not allow school students to have personal cell phones in class. Period!  For many 

good reasons, other than confronting cell phone use addiction in teenagers, we need to 

remove them from student access while in class.  

 

No one can learn anything with one eye on their phone.  Especially, a student that is already 

struggling academically.  Just as someone can’t learn to drive safely with one eye on a cell 

phone. The whiners will first say but what is the school is attacked.  The teachers will have 

phones.   More details on that another time.   

 

My second education comment is that over the last several decades more and more school 

systems dropped the always useful programs “Hooked on Phonics” or “Ultimate Phonics”.  

 

This has had disastrous results.  For the young kids that need help with sounds and words, 

these are critical programs, particularly in the early grades.  If something works, simply leave 

it in place!  Check with your school and challenge them on their usage of those reliable 

learning tools.   Food for thought.  Some thankfully have decided to bring it back.   

 

3. Commodity Market Control.  Yes, I have been hammering this issue.   

 

Although this is really not my specialty, here are my comments on the Federal Reserve and 

their project to bring down inflation.  When the Fed is evaluating the overall financial system 

and its goal of lowering Inflation to 2%, they look at Core and Top Line economic numbers, 

among other things.  

 

Basically, all economic activity except for Energy and Food makeup the Core economic 

evaluation.  After the last Fed meeting, one of the commentators noted the Fed Chairman 
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Jerome Powell (just like the investors on CNBC) do not like to include Energy and Food 

costs because “they are too volatile!!  That is exactly the problem – groceries and gasoline!   

Top Line, combines Energy and Food with Core economic numbers.   

 

Again, even as a casual observer, that makes no common sense.  I go back to my comments 

on the Commodity Market.  My campaign is going to drill down into this issue. The 

Commodity Market lost ALL of its credibility in the 3 years of Covid19.  Most of the public 

worldwide does not understand the use and abuse Commodity Market.  That will change.   

The manager of the major grocery chain store, very recently volunteered to me that prices 

would be going up 6% next year.   

I will loudly push for global pricing caps and controls over the Commodity Market.  The 

public’s ultimate and prudent control over that critical part of the world economy, would be 

bi-monthly if not quarterly adjustments, as required, to item pricing.  That would greatly help 

to stabilize economies around the world.  I will press the issue during the campaign and with 

the Press.  And after Wall Street immediately cries foul, we will have a very adult discussion 

on the issue!  Enough said.     

 

o     o     o    o 

This concludes Part 2 

o     o     o    o 
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American Reformation – Part 3 

American Democracy’s Problem – Our Elected Officials 

 “The 2024 Call to Electoral Arms” 

 

Now for some patriotic perspective on this chaotic time in our nation’s history.     

Welcome to our American Reformation, my fellow American citizens.  These contents and many 

other Internet accessible references have been prepared for your review and consideration.   

In 1776, our national ancestors executed the American Revolution against King George III.  In 

retrospect, it could actually be called our first Civil War. English soldiers fighting English 

colonists. The results in 1783 were American national independence, the US Constitution, and 

the Bill of Rights.  American Democracy was created. And America gave the world the living 

model of Democracy in Government.   

Some 25,324 American colonists died in battle.  About one-percent of the population or about 

3,300,000 of us today!  Not a cheap price…   

From 1861 to 1865, our national ancestors fought our nation’s second Civil War pitting the 

Northern states against the Southern states. It was Americans fighting and killing each other over 

keeping the nation whole or splitting it apart. Although ending slavery was not the reason for the 

war, President Abraham Lincoln and the US Congress passed the Emancipation Proclamation on 

January 1, 1863 to free the slaves.  Thankfully, the North was victorious and the states remained 

united.  Thus, American Democracy was preserved.  

The North lost 363,020 killed and 281,104 wounded; the South lost 199,110 killed and 137,102 

wounded.  Some 51,112 troops of both sides died in Gettysburg, PA over the 3-day July Fourth 

weekend in 1863.  That is compared to the entire 11 years of the Vietnam War that took some 

58,220 of our people.    

So here we are in 2023 and bearing down on yet another Presidential and Congressional election 

in 2024.  So, let’s just say it.  We ALL absolutely hate the never-ending presidential campaign 

rhetoric!  I believe the President should serve a single 6-year term.  I would only serve a single 6-

year term in US Senate, if elected!   

For the public’s consideration, I frame this 2023/2024 time period as our third Civil War, as 

well as our Second and Final American Revolution.   

“We are now engaged,” in the oldest domestic battle known to civilization.  The tug-of-war 

between the Haves and the Have-Nots.  Don’t roll your eyes if you disagree with that and pay 

attention!  

I declare that with this Platform we will provide a model of Democracy in Economics for the 

world to witness.  I will push the appropriate parties in business and government to publicly 
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demonstrate how, for example, they intend prevent America from ever losing our World’s 

Reserve Currency status.  That is what China, Russia, and some others would love to see happen 

to us and they are now working toward it.  We will not allow our too often irresponsible financial 

community – the Banks and Wall Street to walk us right into that ultimate of national financial 

disasters. And then they would turn to us and say, “oops!”’ 

For hard perspective on that matter, since 1775 there have been no less than 84 “financial crises” 

in America.  That was before this year and things like SVB collapse and Regional banking crisis 

back in March.  Most of those grew out of the Bankers and Big business playing games.  And all 

too often the little people get burned.  

Current social and economic events are that troublesome, folks.  Thus, We the People must rise 

to this challenge.  The People and nation need the legislative leadership that I seek to bring to the 

US Congress.   

Be encouraged, because in the end of this madness, American Democracy will endure… 

o     o     o     o 

 

The 2-Parties are Electorally Afraid of Political Independents and Moderates 

And for good reasons.  The wonderful thing about writing like this, is that you can if you want or 

dare to – get everything off your mind on an issue by putting it in writing.  Regarding the 2-

Parties, I would say both are at critical crossroad with the American Public.   

It is informative to know that for many years now over 40% of voters consider themselves to be 

Independent thinkers regardless of their voter party registration.  That is me.  It also means they 

are most likely Moderates legislatively.  Exactly what we need much more of in the US Congress 

and 50 State legislatures.   

The numbers below are from Gallop polling on Party Affiliation. Those numbers are not a fluke.  

Independents have been higher some years.  

Dates   Republicans  Independents  Democrats 

2022 Feb 1-17  26%   42%   29% 

Gallop Polling https://news.gallup.com/poll/15370/party-affiliation.aspx 

o     o     o     o 

To me the Republican Party has been breaking down for the last 7 years or so.  Their leadership 

crisis makes the Democrats look organized which is not that easy to do!!  Given the most recent 

government shutdown circus in DC – I believe the voters are even more open to Moderate 

candidates, be they Republican or Democrat in 2024.     

As for the Democrats, I will not be shy at publicly pressing them to embrace and pass my 

Immigration and Abortion Services proposals that I know the public – the voters – are ready to 
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support.  If Democratic Party leaders show practical and bold leadership and pass both of those 

in the next several months – the voters will show their appreciation in the 2024 election cycle.   

We the People, Demand those two issues be resolved, as we prefer, asap.  Time will tell, folks. 

o     o     o     o 

 

About the Dysfunctional Republican and Democratic Parties 

This falls under the heading political objectivity.   

The Republican Party – does not even make an attempt anymore at presenting a public-serving 

Platform.  As I have written many times, they blatantly serve and only care about their Wealthy 

donors and some 8 to 10 Big Industries.  Further, Republicans in the US Senate do everything 

they can do to block practical economic, social, and environmental programs.  The US Senate 

has been a legislative roadblock for the last 20+ years, led by their devious legislative dictator 

Kentucky Republican Senator Mitch McConnell.  As they say, the US Senate has become the 

place where good legislation goes to die…  

The Democrat Party – yes, and then there are the Democrats!   

The Democrat’s Party, has always presented itself as the Party that cares about the average 

American, and so they are.  They do care more about people and have been responsible for the 

passing of any significant economic, social, and environmental programs over the years.   

However, over the last 15 years and the last seven (7), in particular, Democrats have gone 

completely overboard catering to any and every special interest/minority group they can 

find.  Yes, I said that because it is true!  Certainly, some of that targeted attention and legislation 

is fully warranted, but the hard-left Liberal/Progressive wing of their Party has become too 

radical and is just killing the Democrat’s image with the Masses. And ever so bluntly put, the 

Democrats leadership often appears to have all but forgotten that White people, and White males 

in particular, even exist!   And we really resent it.   I suggest that some Democrats need to 

“wake” up!  

 

As Thomas Paine once wrote, “He who dares not offend, cannot be honest”. 

o     o     o     o 
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Let’s Review How to Replace Problem Elected Officials 

“Our 2024 National Electoral War” 

 

Our Need to Recruit More Moderate Democrats and Republicans 

We will begin by replacing retiring members of Congress with Moderate candidates.  

Starting with my example!  I am a long time political independent registering in mid-2023 as a 

Democrat in Maryland in order to run in the May 2024 Democratic Primary.  Running as a true 

Moderate, problem-solver that brings a comprehensive Platform with him to the Democratic 

Party and the 2024 Election cycle.  A Platform that the Democrats could act upon starting in 

2023 – long before the 2024 election.  Public-friendly reforms that would make the 2024 

elections much easier to win – from the White House on down.  That also applies to 50 State 

legislatures…  

In order for us to EVER see such legislation become enacted into our daily lives, we must have 

the more of the 435 members of the US House of Representatives and the 100 members of the 

US Senators actually working for our Common Good.  It is that simple. They need to do their job 

for us – not the Wealthy and Big Business.  For them to solve the problems that cannot or will be 

resolved at the State or Local levels.  Like immigration control and rational abortion services.   

This American Reformation begins at our borders.  It ends in the offices and legislative chambers 

of the US House and US Senate, as well as 50 State Legislatures.  It is obvious to everyone that 

those approximately 8,500 Federal and State legislature elected officials, be they Democrat or 

Republican or the random Independent – aren’t capable of getting the People’s work done.  What 

they are masters of, is convincing voters to re-elect them anyway. That will begin to change in 

2024.  

Our national ancestors gave you, me, and 258 million voting age Americans – the US 

Constitution.  Therefore, we are the boss of the US Congress and 50 State legislatures.  We will 

now remind them that we are!  We will now start letting them know that we are here and of what 

we Demand to be fixed.   

To again declare, their job is “to solve the people’s and nation’s problems that cannot or will not 

be solved at the State or Local levels”.  Unfortunately for us, they collectively have, are, and will 

continue to legislatively fail to serve our Common Good.   

That is, unless we act upon our electoral strategy over the next 13 months. We will act to replace 

whomever we may in the 2024 election cycle and scare the rest of them into doing their 

legislative job in the meantime!    

We want Moderate Democrats and Moderate Republicans to step forward.  And for them to 

embrace this moderate New Democratic Platform.  It is not perfect, but it is aimed in the right 

direction. I would note that those 40+ proposals are not all my opinion! They were derived from 
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literally thousands of one-on-one talks with strangers of all types and perspectives.  Thus, it is 

the People’s Agenda.  I would have been harder in some cases…   

 

First, Electorally Targeting Retiring Democrats and Republicans 

Ok then.  So here we go my frustrated fellow American men, women, and children.   

There is a current list of announced US House and US Senate retirees posted on 

WildmanforUSSenate.com 

I submit that the American Reformation provides the searching American Electorate with a 

viable Platform of solution-based proposals.  We urgently need to see such viable solutions 

implemented.  My campaign will initiate its public push with our Immigration Reform proposal. 

Which is a real crowd pleaser with way over 65% approval.   

I am kicking-off my campaign for the US Senate seat of retiring Democrat Senator Ben Cardin, 

the first week in October.  I will publicly challenge my Maryland members of Congress to 

submit the Immigration legislation in both the US House and Senate.  

Although, I believe the White House the orders to close and guard the US/Mexico border at any 

time.  That will soon be clarified.   

In particular, I will publicly challenge my Democratic primary opponent and current US 

Representative of Maryland, David Trone.  He is serving his first term in the House and 

is now running to take Senator Cardin’s seat.  He has publicly stated he will spend as 

much money as needed to win that seat.  We shall see about that!  US Rep Trone is 

challenged to actively promote my publicly acceptable Immigration Reform or explain 

why not to the people and voters of Maryland.  Game on!  

Politically, retiring Senator Cardin has nothing to lose by promoting the Immigration Reform.  

Senator Chris Van Holen could work with Ben Cardin in submitting the legislation in the Senate.  

Next, is for my US Representative Dutch Ruppersberger to submit it in the House. And again, 

there is Maryland US Representative Daivd Trone.  He could work with Ruppersberger in the 

submission to the House.  

It will be interesting to see if those four (4) Democratic legislators support or reject the proposal.  

If they will not support my workable proposal, they will need to explain why to the people of 

Maryland.  And then offer their own approach – other than business as usual.  

I will be seeking their support in submitting several other Pieces of legislation.  It could get busy 

for them!  And they will need to get used to a steady flow of solutions, if I am elected to that 

office.   

The Democrats from President Biden on down need to step back and decide if they want to lead 

the Masses with a viable Moderate Platform.  Or do they just want to keep letting the 

Progressives (formerly known as Liberals) drag the Party down in the public’s mind.  Because 

that is exactly what they are doing.  
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We will get the Immigration crisis worked out before the end of 2023.  Because that is what 

People now Demand!   

The Great State of Maryland’s nickname has long been, “America in Miniature”.  Now Maryland 

will lead the nation by submitting our historic Immigration legislation that will help all 50 States.  

 

Next, Electorally Targeting Extreme Democrats and Republicans! 

Enough is enough.  The now annual government shutdown dance is on once again.   

My campaign will also maintain a list of those viewed as legislatively “extreme and/or 

dysfunctional” members the US House and Senate; both Republicans and Democrats.  Watch for 

updates.  

Just think of those useless members as making a special list.  A list that is the exact opposite of 

getting a People’s Choice Award!! 

The first version of that list will present the name, state, and US District number of the 21 US 

House Republicans that voted against and killed the full Budget passage about September 28th.  

Not the Continuing Resolution (CR) that passed the evening of September 30th.  Many of those 

21 incumbent Republican US Reps believe they are “untouchable”.  We shall see about that!   

Maybe or maybe not.  If we can attract Moderate Republicans or even a Moderate Democrat to 

run against them and that supports the Moderate Democratic Platform.  You never know, people 

are really ticked-off!   
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My Patriotic Challenge to Potential Moderate Candidates  

I know you are out there.  I am far from the only one ready to serve our citizens and the nation.    

To be clear, we need Moderate Democrats and Republicans to embrace and promote my 

politically independent problem-solving Platform.  

First option, if you have a retiring Senate or House member of Congress for your State, please 

consider running for that office. Or possibly urging someone you know could do the job to run. 

You already have a viable Platform that is better than either Party has.  Thus, voters will be 

drawn it and your candidacy.  Just study the Platform and get out there just like I am starting to 

do.  You can do it!     

You could be a Moderate Democrat running to replace a Democrat. Of course, in the wide, wide 

world of 2024 politics, you could also be the Moderate Democrat running that replaces a useless 

Republican incumbent.  And frustrated voters could go for that!    

Or be a Moderate Republican replacing a useless Republican.  Many voters could well be drawn 

to the problem-solving Platform and the type of aggressive candidate that will get it enacted.    

Second option, is to run against the “dysfunctional and/or extreme” Democrat and Republican 

incumbents.  It could work because people are fed up and know who is blocking good legislation 

and who isn’t.   

Again, we will be updating those lists on WildmanforUSSenate.com.  Please check my 

CS2News podcast, @CS2News Twitter feed, and CS2News YouTube channel for updates on the 

campaign and the issues.   

All that said, in many cases if we have a good candidate – man or woman, they will do well in 

the state’s Party Primary and could cruise through the General election.  Time will tell.   

 

Minuteman and Minutewomen – Time to Answer Our Nation’s Call   

I am a single American man with a problem-solving Platform designed and intended to improve 

the lives of 330,000,000+ of our fellow Americans.  And I am deliberately working to put myself 

into national office to help ensure those viable Reforms become a day-to-day reality in America.   

This electoral game is ours to win my fellow American.  And we will, once we collectively 

realize that we own this government.  That we are supposed to make the laws, not the selfish and 

greedy few among us.  

All that said, the US Congress and the White House will have a real legislative proposal driven 

2024 campaign on their hands. A long overdue legislative and Congressional housekeeping 

effort awaits our politically troubled US Congress and 50 State legislatures.     

To be clear, my frustrated fellow Americans, if We the People take up this electoral challenge in 

the 2023/2024 election cycle – there is nothing the 2-Parties can do to stop us.  Amen.  
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In Closing 

July 4, 2024 is 248th anniversary of our nation’s Declaration of Independence.  If we begin now 

to Demand the legislation presented in the New Democratic Platform, the world could be feeling 

a whole lot better to us by next summer.  Not wonderful necessarily, but definitely better!    

To start with, should we act to close the borders as desired no later than December 31, 2023 – it 

will have been closed and guarded for 6 months by July 4th.  We the People will rejoice!!  

Besides that, some of our other public problems could be in the process of getting fixed long 

before the November 5th Presidential and Congressional Election.  We the People, will observe 

any progress and will critically judge who gets through their Party Primaries and then through 

the General Election.   

Retiring and incumbent officeholders will be judged on how well they demonstrate they are even 

interested in solving Common Problems in 2024… 

This is our moment in time.   

o     o     o     o 

My normal and heart felt closing is to declare that I do all this for you, an individual American 

citizen. For you, for those you Love and otherwise care about, and for the other 330,000,000+ of 

our fellow American men, women, and children – that you and I will never ever meet… 

Like it or not, We the People are in this mess together.  It is reassuring to know that once a 

couple hundred million of us come together and decide on what to do – no one and nothing can 

stop us.  Including the US Congress!  

So then, let’s be about our nation’s business!  Let’s see about closing that border… 

 

May God continue to bless the United States of America!  

 

Thank you and take care,  

 

A. J. Wildman 

10-15-2023 
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Appendix 

 

20-Year Census Data Race Comparisons and Border Closings 
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20-Year Census Data Race Comparisons and Border Closings 

If ever some human statistics told a clear story about the 20 years of immigration and border 

abuse, the chart on the next page nails it!   A few of the numbers actually shocked me!  That 

doesn’t normally happen.   So, let’s get to the real numbers they would rather we not be fully 

aware of!!  

We will begin dealing with the population issue right here folks.  For those who are or are not 

concerned about the White population being replaced primarily by Hispanics the following 

numbers will put a large light on this nasty problem.  

To make a point, in the year 2000 there were already one (1) million more Hispanic American 

citizens than Black citizens.  By 2020, due to “no control” over our borders there seventeen (17) 

million more Hispanic than Black American citizens.  This is one of things that rightfully drives 

most Americans, including the MAGA folks crazy. The politicians time has run out.  

Suspending All Migrant Treaties thru 2025 at Least 

America has the most daily violated borders in the entire world. We the People, Demand that 

America will immediately, in 2023, end our voluntary support of that policy.  We will close our 

borders thru 2025, at least. That will include chain migration. Much more on the Immigration 

Reform proposal on the website, WildmanforUSSenate.com.  Now let’s do the numbers…  

Over those 20 years:   

• White American population increased only, 1.3 million; a less than 1% increase.   

• Black American population increased only,  7.9 million, a 22% increase. 

• Asian American population increased,  9.4 million; a 93% increase.  

• Hispanic American population increased,  23.8 million; a 64% increase.   

 

• Total American population increased,  43.0 million; a 15% increase.  

The lack of White population growth is quite disturbing.   The disproportionate numbers in both 

Hispanic and Asian population growth somewhat explains the impact of the flow of immigrants 

from south of the US/Mexico border and from the Asian nations via airports.   

It seems fair to speculate that the majority of estimated ten (10) million Illegal Occupants (IOs) 

walking free in our borders are mostly from the nations south of the US/Mexico border. That 

estimate is a few years old, too!    

Again, both Republicans and Democrats are equally at fault in failing to secure our national 

borders.  Why?  Because, their primary donor-base wants cheaper labor and/or more bodies legal 

or not to fill-up their rental units.  That is more the reality, than you may have considered, folks.   

Thus, every Spring and Summer for decades, Mexico promotes the northward flow, and 

members of Congress throw their hands up in the air.  The Party out-of-power blames the Party 

in-power for not doing something about it. And they both blame whomever is in the White 

House.  The annual result is nothing gets done, accept that thousands more IOs slip across our 
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Southern border.  Congress, as usual gets nothing done and the Status Quo is protected for their 

campaign donors.     

In one (1) of the American Citizen Statistic tables presented on the TIPA Platform website 

CommonSense2nd.com, is the US 2000 and 2020 Census Racial Groupings and 2020 Sex Tables.  

That 20-year Census comparison bluntly documents the horrific and organized abuse of the 

uncontrolled US/Mexico border and our international airports, too!   

 US Census - Population by Race Comparison 2000 vs. 2020 

Item Title Year 2000 Year 2020 Growth 

% 

Growth 

            

Total US Population  285,000,000   328,239,523  43,239,523     15% 

            

Census Racial 

Groupings   % Tot       

White 196,000,000 60.1 197,271,953 1,271,953  
Less than 

1% 

Hispanic or Latino 37,000,000 18.5 60,724,312 23,724,312  64% 

Black or African 

American 36,000,000 13.4 43,984,096 7,984,096  22% 

Asian 10,000,000 5.9 19,366,132 9,366,132  93% 

Two or More Races No Breakout 2.8 9,190,707     

American Natives 3,000,000 1.3 4,267,114 1,267,114  42% 

Others 3,000,000 0.2 656,479 (2,343,521)   

            

Male 140,000,000   161,588,973     

Female 145,000,000   166,650,550     

  285,000,000   328,239,523     

The World's 

Population           

Year Total Growth       

1990 5,278,639,789 15.2       

2000 6,082,966,429 12.6       

2010 6,956,823,603 10.7       

2020 7,794,798,739 8.7       

 

We, the frustrated and disgusted American Public, are now ready for true legislative leadership 

and to have our long-standing social and economic problems confronted and solved. 

It is time for Our American Reformation!   


